
STATE OF WASHINGTON

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

1300 S. Evergreen Park Dr. S.W., P.O. Box47250 • Olympia, Washington 98504-7250

(360) 664-1160 • TTY (360) 586-8203

Sent Via email and Electronic Return Receipt

October 26, 2017

Eric Martuscelli

Vice President-Operations
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation
8113 Grandridge Blvd
Kennewick, WA 99336

RE: 2017 Natural Gas Transmission Integrity Management Program Inspection
Cascade Natural Gas Headquarters - (Insp. No. 7237)

Dear Mr. Martuscelli:

Staff from the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission conducted an inspection of
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation's Transmission Integrity Management Program, from
September 26-28. The inspection included a review of the program's plan and records.

Our inspection indicates five probable violations as noted in the enclosed report.

Your response needed
Please review the attached report and respond in writing by November 28. The response should
include how and when you plan to bring the probable violations into full compliance.

What happens after you respond to this letter?
The attached report presents staffs decision on probable violations and does not constitute a
finding of violation by the commission at this time.

After you respond in writing to this letter, there are several possible actions the commission, in
its discretion, may take with respect to this matter. For example, the commission may:

• Issue an administrative penalty under RCW 81.04.405: or
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• Issue a complaint under RCW 81.88.040, seeking monetary penalties, changes in the
company's practices, or other relief authorized by law, and justified by the circumstances.
Any pipeline company that violates any pipeline safety provision of any commission
order, or any rule in this chapter including those rules adopted by reference, or chapter
81.88 RCW is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed two himdred thousand dollars for
each violation for each day that the violation persists. The maximum civil penalty for a
related series of violations is two million dollars; or

• Consider the matter resolved without further commission action.

We have not yet decided whether to pursue a penalty or complaint in this matter. Should the
commission decide to assess a penalty or initiate a complaint, your company will have an
opportunity to respond and formally present its position.

If you have any questions or if we may be of any assistance, please contact Dennis Ritter at
(360) 664-1159. Please refer to the subject matter described above in any future correspondence
pertaining to this inspection.

Sincerely,

;an C. iWayo
Pipeline Safety Director

Enclosure

cc: Mike Eutsey, Director Operations Services, CNGC
Jeremy Ogden, Director Engineering Services, CNGC
Ryan Privratsky, Director System Integrity, Integrity Mgmt., CNGC
Chris Grissom, Manager Standards and Compliance, CNGC



UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

2017 Natural Gas Transmission Integrity Management Program Inspection
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation

The following probable violations ofTitle 49 CFR Part 192 were noted as a result of the 2017
Transmission Integrity Management Program (TIMP) inspection of Cascade Natural Gas
Corporation (CNGC). The inspection included a selection of integrity management procedures
and supporting records.

PROBABLE VIOLATIONS

1. S192.945 What methods must an operator use to measure vrosram effectiveness?

(a) General. An operator must include in its integrity managementprogram methods to
measure whether the program is effective in assessing and evaluating the integrity of
each coveredpipeline segment and in protecting the high consequence areas. These
measures must include thefour overallperformance measures specified in ASME/ANSI
B31.8S (incorporated by reference, see §192.7 ofthis part), section 9.4, and the specific
measuresfor each identified threat specified in ASME/ANSI B31.8S, Appendix A. An
operator must submit thefour overallperformance measures as part ofthe annual report
required by §191.17 ofthis subchapter.

Inspection Assistant (LA) question:
Performance Metrics

Does the process to evaluate IM program effectiveness include an adequate set of
performance metrics to provide meaningful insight into IM program performance?
IM.QA.IMPERFMETRIC.P

Finding(s):
During the inspection, Section 10.5 Performance Metrics. Table 10.1 Required and
Discretionary Metrics, were reviewed. Table 10.1 lists many metrics which CNGC does
not apply to their integrity management evaluation. This procedure includes required
criteria for performance metrics (ASME B31.8S), however, it does not provide specificity
to ensure effectiveness. For example, the procedure does not state which of the metrics
listed in Table 10.1 apply to CNGC's transmission systems or how they can be utilized to
address performance issues. CNGC does not benchmark metrics against industry
standards or similarly sized gas distribution companies. The process does not include
trending analyses to show leading or lagging indicators of system performance. In
general, the process lacks CNGC specific criteria to allow effective management. CNGC
must assess and revise its procedure including Table 10.1—discarding those that are not
used and adding metrics that provide meaningful insights. It is likely the metrics (other
than the required PHMSA annual report metrics) are not being effectively used to
improve the integrity management of CNGC's transmission lines.

2. S192.945 What methods must an operator use to measure proeram effectiveness?

(a) General. An operator must include in its integrity managementprogram methods to
measure whether the program is effective in assessing and evaluating the integrity of
each coveredpipeline segment and in protecting the high consequence areas. These
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measures must include thefour overallperformance measures specified in ASME/ANSI
B31.8S (incorporated by reference, see §192.7 ofthis part), section 9.4, and the specific
measuresfor each identified threat specified in ASME/ANSIB31.8S, Appendix A. An
operator must submit thefour overallperformance measures as part ofthe annual report
required by §191.17 ofthis subchapter.

Inspection Assistant (lA) question:
Measuring Program Effectiveness
Do records demonstrate that the methods to measure Integrity Management Program
effectiveness provide effective evaluation of program performance and result in program
improvements where necessary? IM.QA.IMPERFEFECTIVE.R

Finding(s):
During the inspection, Section 10.5 Performance Metrics, was reviewed along with Table
10.1 Required and Discretionary Metrics, and associated evaluations. This table includes

the four required Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA)
metrics and a listing of 17 discretionary metrics from ASME B31.8S Appendix A and six
"QC Metrics". Most of these discretionary metrics are not used or tracked by CNGC.
CNGC could not provide records showing how these metrics are used in determining the
effectiveness of the integrity management program. CNGC does not benchmark their
metrics against industry standards or similarly sized gas distribution companies. There
are no records indicating the metrics have been revised or corrected based on feedback
from internal reviews and evaluations. There are no records which would indicate

management is aware of these metrics and track results (dashboards, annual reports to
management showing trend analysis, comparison with peers, etc.). It is likely the metrics
are not effective in improving the integrity management of CNGC's transmission lines.

3. SI92.945 What methods must an operator use to measure proeram effectiveness?
(a) General. An operator must include in its integrity managementprogram methods to
measure whether theprogram is effective in assessing and evaluating the integrity of
each coveredpipeline segment and in protecting the high consequence areas. These
measures must include thefour overallperformance measures specified in ASME/ANSI
B31.8S (incorporated by reference, see §192.7 ofthis part), section 9.4, and the specific
measuresfor each identified threat specified in ASME/ANSI B31.8S, Appendix A. An
operator must submit thefour overall performance measures as part ofthe annual report
required by §191.17 ofthis subchapter.

Inspection Assistant (lA) question:
Performance Metrics

Do records demonstrate that performance metrics are providing meaningful insight into
integrity management program performance? IM.QA.IMPERFMETRIC.R-

Finding(s):
During the inspection. Section 10.5 Performance Metrics, was reviewed along with Table
10.1 Required and Discretionary Metrics. This table includes the four required Pipeline
and Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA) metrics and a listing of 17
discretionary metrics from ASME B31.8S Appendix A and six "QC Metrics". However,
many of these discretionary metrics are not used or tracked by CNGC. CNGC could not



provide records showing how CNGC uses these metrics in determining the effectiveness
of the integrity management program. Records did not show trend analysis, or
performance attainment for specific metrics. Records showed evaluation ofmetrics but
no follow up on concerns (i.e. Annual Scheduling and Evaluation ofP&M Measures).
Records did not support effective performance metrics have been established. CNGC
needs to evaluate its performance metrics and determine which of the current Table 10.1
metrics are useful for effectively measuring performance of their integrity efforts. It is
likely the metrics (other than the required PHMSA annual report metrics) are not being
effectively used to improve the integrity management of CNGC's transmission lines.

849 CFR 192.947 What Records Must an Operator Keep?

An operator must maintain, for the useful life ofthe pipeline, records that demonstrate
compliance with the requirements ofthis subpart. At minimum, an operator must
maintain thefollowing recordsfor review during an inspection.

(d) Documents to support any decision, analysis andprocess developed and used to
implement and evaluate each element ofthe baseline assessmentplan and integrity
managementprogram. Documents include those developed and used in support ofany
identification, calculation, amendment, modification, justification, deviation and
determination made, and any action taken to implement and evaluate any ofthe program
elements;

Inspection Assistant (IA) question:
Record Keeping
Is the process adequate to assure that required records are maintained for the useful life of
the pipeline? IM.QA.RECORDS.P

Finding(s):
CNGC's TIMP manual does not have a specific chapter dedicated to recordkeeping.
There are locations in specific chapters which define record keeping or documentation
but not a holistic overview and procedure. It would appear this lack of a procedure allows
for data and records to be mishandled.

For example, CNGC is in the process of validating MAOP records for high pressure
pipelines including transmission lines. This effort requires a tremendous amount ofdata
and subsequent records. During the inspection. Data records for segment 080208-01—8"
Bremerton Line were reviewed. Data and records were finalized and validated in 2016 for

the pipe grade of this segment. This data directly affects the Baseline Assessment for this
line and it should have been revised accordingly, but this did not occur. Section 5.2.3 of
the TIMP manual states "At the start of the calendar year the PIE will review the BAP
and make any necessary changes with approval fi-om the TIMP". It is not known how
many other segments have not been updated based on new information, however, CNGC
must ensure the BAPs are current and accurate and the data management procedure
addresses appropriate steps to ensure compliance.



5. S49 CFR 192.947 What Records Must an Operator Keev?

An operator must maintain, for the useful life ofthe pipeline, records that demonstrate
compliance with the requirements ofthis subpart. At minimum, an operator must
maintain thefollowing recordsfor review during an inspection.

(d) Documents to support any decision, analysis andprocess developed and used to
implement and evaluate each element ofthe baseline assessmentplan and integrity
managementprogram. Documents include those developed and used in support ofany
identification, calculation, amendment, modification, justification, deviation and
determination made, and any action taken to implement and evaluate any ofthe program
elements;

Inspection Assistant (IA) question:
Record Keeping
Do records demonstrate that the quality assurance process for risk management applications
is being completed as required by ASME B31.8S, Section 12? IM.QA.QARM.R

Finding(s):
During the inspection, records were reviewed for 2014,2015,2016 Annual Scheduling
and Evaluation of P&M Measures. Three years of evaluations edl stated that an "annual
meeting" needs to be conducted, but this meeting has not been conducted. Currently the
IMP states in 9.2 and 9.5 that an annual evaluation is required to see if the process for
P&Ms has been followed. The process is not specific. CNGC should revise the IMP and
add language to clearly define the expectation of annual reviews - in this specific case
and in general for all annual evaluations to ensure adequate and complete results are
compiled and followed up.


